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commandment A rule to be observed as strictly as one of the Ten Commandments.
She had followed her mother s commandments for long enough.

double A double measure of spirits.
The dose is doubled.

dual A theorem expression etc that is dual to another.
A dual flight.

eighth Coming next after the seventh and just before the ninth in position.
eleventh Coming next after the tenth and just before the twelfth in position.

fifth A quantity of liquor equal to one fifth of a United States gallon.
He was fifth out of several hundred runners.

first The first or highest in an ordering or series.
First we must consider the garter snake.

five A playing card or a domino or a die whose upward face shows five pips.
four A playing card or domino or die whose upward face shows four pips.

fourth In the fourth place.
Fourthly you must pay the rent on the first of the month.

geometer A mathematician specializing in geometry.

homer United States painter best known for his seascapes (1836-1910.
He homered for the sixth time in seven games.

inning One of nine divisions of play during which each team has a turn at bat.

ninth Coming next after the eighth and just before the tenth in position.
Going into the ninth they were a run ahead.

number Determine the number or amount of.
Think of a number from one to ten and multiply it by three.

ordinal Relating to an ordinal number.
Ordinal scales.
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quadruple A quadruple number or amount.
Quadruple rhythm has four beats per measure.

quartet A composition for a quartet.
A quartet of comfortable armchairs.

sextuple Consisting of six parts or things.
six A playing card or domino or die whose upward face shows six pips.
sixth One part in six equal parts.

subjugation
The action of bringing someone or something under domination or
control.
The colonial subjugation of a country by means of brute military force.

teaching The profession of a teacher.
I went into teaching because I like working with children.

tenth A tenth part one part in ten equal parts.

ternary The cardinal number that is the sum of one and one and one.
A ternary operation.

third The base that must be touched third by a base runner in baseball.
He is playing third.

thirty Being ten more than twenty.

times
An arithmetic operation that is the inverse of division; the product of two
numbers is computed.
It was a sign of the times.

triple Hit a triple.
The party more than tripled its share of the vote.

twice Two times; on two occasions.
I m twice your age.
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